Pharmacogenetics and drug interactions: role in antiepileptic-drug-induced teratogenesis.
Metabolism of antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) is a potentially major factor in AED-induced teratogenesis. When the parent compound is the teratogenic agent, pharmacogenetic variability in enzymatic metabolism and induction or inhibition of these enzymes by comedication are codeterminants of the teratogenic potential. When one of the parent compound's metabolites is the teratogenic agent, the balance between metabolic activation and detoxification is relevant to the teratogenic activity. Increased metabolic activation, decreased detoxification, or both will induce accumulation of the reactive metabolite. Genetic defects in detoxification pathways and the inhibition of these pathways by specific drug interactions probably have a greater impact on teratogenic risk than does high activity of metabolic activation. Insight into these factors involving AED metabolism might provide a rational basis for prevention by adjustment of medication, and in the future, for individual predictive testing for safest therapy.